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Picture your role in “improving cancer 
services”

• Which part of the pool are you in?  
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New ways of thinking about change 

- Complexity and how we can ‘reframe’ our 

approach

- Kotter’s change model

- How people feel about change 

- The model for improvement and small scale 

tests of change 

- Creativity and thinking differently
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The Road to the Future?

Source: Gareth Morgan
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The Traditional Worldview 
Newtonian, reductionist science

•The machine 
metaphor

•Universe as
a clockwork
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Frederick Winslow Taylor
(1856-1915)

• Metaphor: Organisation as machine

• Hierarchical & functional organisations

• Separation of planning from doing

• Search for “the one best way”
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• Collection of parts

• Share an environment or space

• Parts are interconnected

• Parts can act independently

• Action by any part affects the whole

Immune System

Flock of Birds

Stock Market

Gathering of People
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o
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Complex Adaptive System
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Complicated and Complex Systems 
Source: Brenda Zimmerman, PhD.

• Complicated (machine-like)
• Metaphor: Send a rocket to the moon
• Success with one rocket gives high degree of confidence of 

success with the next
• Reliance on installation and mechanical replication of 

technically correct solutions designed by experts.

• Complex (organic)
• Metaphor: Raising a child
• Raising one child gives no assurance of success with the 

next
• Keys: appreciation of uniqueness, interaction, being 

adaptable, & staying tuned in to what is happening.
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Complexity Science: Four key ideas we 
can borrow to help us think about change 

1. Forecasting is an inexact (yet boundable) art, because small changes 
can have big effects (dependence on initial conditions and non-linearity)

• Where is that storm going to hit?

2. Complex and orderly outcomes can emerge from a few simple rules, 
even without central control. (self-organization and emergence)

• How do birds flock and termites build?

3. Relationships among parts may be more important than the parts 
themselves, because new things emerge or arise when parts meet 
(coupling and permeable boundaries)

• What happens when cars and galaxies come together?

4. Life can proceed forward through constant tension and balance,
because the elements of the system are adaptable (adaptability and novelty)

• How do you keep a forest thriving?
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Complexity Science: Some Key Ideas 1
1. Forecasting is inherently an inexact (yet boundable) art, because 

small changes can have big effects (sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions and nonlinearity)

• Where is that storm going to hit?

2. Complex and orderly outcomes can emerge from a few simple rules, 
even without central control. (self-organization and emergence)

• How do birds flock and termites build?

3. Relationships among parts may be more important than the parts 
themselves, because novelty often arises at intersections. (coupling, 
permeable boundaries)

• What happens when cars and galaxies come together?

4. Life can proceed forward through constant tension and balance,
because the elements of the system are adaptable. (adaptability and 
novelty)

• How do you keep a forest thriving?
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Example of Complexity: Weather Forecasting
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Unpredictable in detail
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So what?
‘Good enough’ planning

• Winnicott (1965, 1971) – “good enough” parent

• Allows child to have enough freedom to explore and have frustrations but 
can contain anxiety

• Necessary for child to develop confidence

• Weather forecasting – good enough forecasting

• Complexity and nonlinearity in the system means the best one can do is 
predict a short time into the future and update frequently as weather 
emerges over time

• For organisations – good enough planning contains tensions and 
uncertainties without eliminating them

• Allows for feedback and responsiveness 

• More realistic than rigid advanced planning

• “GEPO” (“good enough, press on” Levi Strauss & Co.)
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What sort of a plan would work best for us?

Complicated

• Plan then act

• Detailed, explicit plans

• Analysis period to 
maximise what is 
known

• Strategy formulation 
followed by 
Implementation

Complex
• “Act-learn” at the same time; 

continual enquiry and feedback

• Less detailed explicit plans, flexible 
next steps

• Acknowledge that some things are 
inherently unknowable until you act

• Strategy formulation, followed by 
testing, reflection, updating strategy, 
repeat…..

Where might we be better off with a “good enough” plan that we can 

monitor and adjust along the way, to replace paralysis of over-analysis?
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Complexity Science: Some Key Ideas 2

1. Forecasting is inherently an inexact (yet boundable) art, because 
small changes can have big effects. (sensitive dependence on initial conditions 
and nonlinearity)

• Where is that storm going to hit?

2. Complex and orderly outcomes can emerge from a few simple 
rules, even without central control. (self-organization and emergence)

• How do birds flock and termites build?

3. Relationships among parts may be more important than the parts 
themselves, because novelty often arises at intersections. (coupling, 
permeable boundaries and embeddedness)

• What happens when cars and galaxies come together?

4. Life can proceed forward through constant tension and balance,
because the elements of the system are adaptable. (adaptability and novelty)

• How do you keep a forest thriving?
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Example of Complex Behaviour: Bird Flocking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eakKfY5aHmY&t=12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eakKfY5aHmY&t=12
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Simple Rules: the birds

•Maintain a minimum distance from all other 
birds and objects

•Match speed with neighboring birds

•Move toward the center of mass of birds in 
your neighborhood

Complex “flocking” behavior emerges!
http://www.vergenet.net/~conrad/java/Boids/coogee.html

http://www.vergenet.net/~conrad/java/Boids/coogee.html
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Inherent Order

Without a detailed 

procedure or 

plan!?!

Without an avian 

Chief Exec!?!
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So what? 

Complex and orderly outcomes can emerge from 
a few simple rules, even without central control

Where might we replace over-control and 
top-down prescription with simple rules, 
feedback loops and reasonable freedoms? 
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Complexity Science: Some Key Ideas 3

1. Forecasting is inherently an inexact (yet boundable) art, because 
small changes can have big effects. (sensitive dependence on initial conditions 
and nonlinearity)

• Where is that storm going to hit?

2. Complex and orderly outcomes can emerge from a few simple rules, 
even without central control. (self-organization and emergence)

• How do birds flock and termites build?

3. Relationships among parts may be more important than the parts 
themselves, because novelty often arises at intersections. 
(coupling,and permeable boundaries)

• What happens when cars and galaxies come together?

4. Life can proceed forward through constant tension and balance,
because the elements of the system are adaptable. (adaptability and novelty)

• How do you keep a forest thriving?
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What Happens When
Things Come Together?

What happens 

when two cars 

come together?

What happens 

when two galaxies 

come together?
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Generative
relationships

Do the interactions among the 

various parts of the system 

generate energy and innovative 

ideas for change, or do they drain 

the organisations or services?
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So what?

Relationships among parts may be more 
important than the parts themselves, because 

new things often arise at intersections.

Do our organisational and partnership structures, 
processes and patterns support generative 
relationships where new ideas emerge, or are we 
in silos not sharing enough (power, knowledge, 
resources, decision-making, etc.) among 
ourselves and with others?
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Complexity Science: Some Key Ideas 4

1. Forecasting is inherently an inexact (yet boundable) art, because 
small changes can have big effects. (sensitive dependence on initial conditions 
and nonlinearity)

• Where is that storm going to hit?

2. Complex and orderly outcomes can emerge from a few simple rules, 
even without central control. (self-organization and emergence)

• How do birds flock and termites build?

3. Relationships among parts may be more important than the parts 
themselves, because novelty often arises at intersections. (coupling, 
permeable boundaries)

• What happens when cars and galaxies come together?

4. Life can proceed forward through constant tension and balance,
because the elements of the system are adaptable. 
(adaptability and novelty)

• How do you keep a forest thriving?
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Ecocycle Model

MaturityRenewal

Birth Creative 
Destruction
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So what?

Life can proceed forward through constant tension 
and balance, because the system is adaptable

Where might we need to ‘let go’ in 
order to allow ‘creative destruction’ 
and its potential for adaptive new 
growth to emerge?
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Discuss for 10 minutes at your tables

With regards to our local change efforts…

1. Where might we be missing ‘a road less travelled’ and are at risk 
for just going round the same old loop again?

2. Where might we be better off with a ‘good enough plan’?
3. Where might we replace top-down control with simple rules, 

feedback loops and reasonable freedoms?
4. Do our partnership structures, processes and patterns support 

partnership working and relationships where new ideas emerge?
5. Where might we need to “let go” in order to allow ‘creative 

destruction’ and its potential for adaptive new growth to emerge?
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The Complex Adaptive Leader

• Thinks more like a farmer than an engineer or architect
• Farmers create conditions that favour growth; they nurture, but cannot 

control everything

• Plans and designs can never be complete on paper
• Becoming comfortable with “a road less travelled”

• “Good enough plans” with adjustment as you go

• Do something and see what happens

• Attend to the underlying assumptions and simple rules

• Work on creating generative relationships

• Let go of “figuring it all out” and “we’ve always done it this way”
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Some practical models for change

Another view of the change process
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Why do change 

efforts tend 

to fall short of 

expectations?
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Over four decades, Dr. Kotter observed countless 
leaders and organisations as they were trying to 
transform or execute their strategies. 

He identified and extracted the success factors and 
combined them into a methodology, the award-winning 
8-Step Process.
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Establish a sense of Urgency

A framework for change.
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Establish a sense of Urgency

Create the guiding coalition

A framework for change.
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Establish a sense of Urgency

Create the guiding coalition

Develop a vision and strategy

A framework for change.
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Establish a sense of Urgency

Create the guiding coalition

Develop a vision and strategy

Communicate the change vision

A framework for change.
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Empower broad – based action

A framework for change.
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Empower broad – based action

Generate short-term wins

A framework for change.
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Empower broad – based action

Generate short-term wins

Consolidate gains to produce 

more change

A framework for change.
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Empower broad – based action

Generate short-term wins

Consolidate gains to produce 

more change

Embed approaches

A framework for change.
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Creating a Sense 
of UrgencyStep 1

Helping others see the need for 

change

& 

the importance of acting quickly

“For change to happen, it helps if the 

whole organisation really wants it.  

Develop a sense of urgency around 

the need for change.  This may help 

you spark the initial motivation to get 

things moving”



STATUS QUOCHANGE

Creating a Sense 

of Urgency
Step 1



Help the teams see…

STATUS QUOCHANGE

How is this different to the past?

Why do I want to go here?

What are the benefits?

What will happen if we stay 

here?

What’s going wrong?

What are the threats?

Creating a Sense 

of Urgency
Step 1
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Creating the Guiding CoalitionStep 2

Putting together a group with a enough 

power to lead the change.

Ensuring there is a 

powerful group, with 

the appropriate 

leadership skills, 

credibility & 

authority to guide 

the change process
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Who’s on your side
Mapping it out…. 
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Stakeholder Mapping

Level of Interest
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Keep 

Satisfied
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Consult /keep 

informed

Minimal effort
Monitor
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“if you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together”

African proverb quoted by Al Gore
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Developing a 
Change VisionStep 3

How the future will 

be different from 

the past - VISION

• Imaginable

• Feasible

• Desirable
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Posters

Meetings

Presentations

Announcements

Email

Blog

Frequent

Website

One to Ones

Ensure that as 

many people 

understand and 

accept the vision

Step 4
Communicating the Vision for 

Buy-in
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Communicating the 

Vison for Buy-In
Step 4

We need a Vision & Road 
Map of how to get there.
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Simple

Vivid

Repeatable

Inviting

Communicating the 

Vison for Buy-In
Step 4

Make your vision…
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TO SELL IS HUMAN
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• DAN PINK VIDEO
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THE SIX PITCHES

SIX TYPES OF PITCHES

• One-word

• Question

• Rhyming

• Subject line

• Twitter 

• Pixar

BEFORE YOU DO ANY OF THEM

• What do you want them to 
know?

• What do you want them to feel?

• What do you want them to do?
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THE SIX PITCHES

SIX TYPES OF PITCHES

• One-word

• Question

• Rhyming

• Subject line

• Twitter 

• Pixar

BEFORE YOU DO ANY OF THEM

• What do you want them to 
know?

• What do you want them to feel?

• What do you want them to do?
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ONE-WORD

• What technology company do you think of 
when you hear the word search? 

• What credit card company do you think of 
when you hear ‘priceless’?
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THE QUESTION PITCH

“Are you better off now than you were 
four years ago?”

Ohio State University: When facts are 
clearly on your side, pitching with 
questions is more effective than 
pitching with a statement.
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RHYMING PITCH

If it doesn’t fit……you must acquit
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HARIBO

ENGLISH:

Kids and grown-ups love it so – the 
happy world of Haribo

FRENCH:

Haribo, c’est beau la vie – pour les 
grands et les petits

SPANISH:

Haribo, dulces sabores – para 
pequenos y mayores
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SUBJECT LINE

• Most important thing when 
looking at an email is who sent 
it

• Next is subject line

• Research found 3 reasons how 
people prioritise:

- Utility

- Curiousity

- Specicifity
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TWITTER PITCH

• Tippie College of Business 

• 70 places on MBA course p.a.

• “What makes you an 
exceptional Tippie full-time 
MBA candidate and future MBA 
hire?”

• Responses in 140 or fewer 
characters

• Winner won scholarship 
package of $37,000
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THE PIXAR PITCH

• Once upon a time

• Every day

• One day 

• Because of that, 

• Because of that, 

• Until finally
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THE PIXAR PITCH

• Once upon a time there was a widowed fish named 
Marlin who was extremely protective of his only son, 
Nemo.

• Every day, Marlin warned Nemo of the ocean’s dangers 
and implored him not to swim far away.

• One day in an act of defiance, Nemo ignores his father’s 
warnings and swims into open water.

• Because of that, he is captured by a diver and ends up as 
a pet in the fish tank of a dentist.

• Because of that, Marlin sets off on a journey to recover 
Nemo….

• Until finally Marlin and Nemo find each other, reunite, 
and learn that love depends on trust.
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Communicating the Vision

Refer to the handouts on 6 types of pitch…

• Give it a go…

• How will you get your message across….

• Capture your ideas on flip charts so we 

can share with the rest of the room

15 minutes and then we will share
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Which of these would most stimulate your desire to 
change?

•A powerful anecdote from a respected leader

Or…

•PowerPoint presentation of the business plan
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Connect to their emotions, Not rationale!
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Getting rid of obstacles 

to change

Step 5 Empowering Others to Act

Changing systems 

or structures that 

undermine the 

vision

Encouraging risk taking 

and non traditional ideas, 

activities, and actions
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Step 6
Planning and Creating Short 

term wins

Nothing Motivates 

more than success

Identify 

Improvements

Create Visible 

Success as soon as 

possible
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Celebrating and keeping going….

How will you share success and keep motivation?

How will we celebrate and reward the team?

10 minutes and then we will share
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Consolidate Gains and Produce more change

• Keep up the urgency level

• Keep modelling the behaviours

• Celebrate Success

• Share information to convince others

• Reward and encourage

Step 7 Don’t Let Up!
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• Communicate the 

improvements made

• Communicate the benefits 

achieved

• Communicate where you 

were and where you are 

now

Step 8 Embed New Approaches
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8 Steps to Transforming: Kotter

• Establish a sense of urgency

• Pull together a guiding team

• Create the change vision and strategy

• Communicate for understanding and buy in

• Empower others to act on the vision

• Plan for and create short term wins

• Consolidate improvements and produce still more 
change

• Embed new approaches
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People and change

The Change Journey
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Signs of Grieving

Anger

Resistance

Exploration

Denial Commitment

Expect and accept signs of grieving

‘Well I guess we have to 
make the best of it’

It won’t affect me

What is so bad about the way 
things are around here?
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Discussion

At your tables discuss how you would support staff 

and team members at each stage of the change 

journey.

• What would you do?

• What should you avoid doing?
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Resistance should be 
Understood 

Not 
Overcome
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Creating Attraction for Change
‘Its about people and relationships’

• The concept of ‘resistance to change’ is negative and 
emotionally draining

• We all change naturally; at our own pace with our own 
rationale

• Stop speaking of ‘us’ and ‘them’

• How can I make my change more naturally attractive to 
others?
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Adopter Categories

Innovators

Early
Adopters

Early
Majority

Late
Majority Laggards

Source: Rogers

2.5% 13.5% 34% 34% 16%
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All sounds quite easy… 

So what gets in the way… 
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The First Law of Improvement

“Every system is perfectly 
designed to achieve exactly the 

results it gets.”

Dr Paul Bataldan
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To get different results we need to change the 
system… 

Insanity: doing the same 

thing over and over again 

and expecting different 

results. Albert Einstein. 
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“Change is required. There is a process 
of change, just as there is a process of 
manufacturing, or for growing wheat. 
How to change is the problem.”

W Edwards Deming
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It all seems to boil down to 3 questions and a 
cycle…. 
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Question #1

What are you going to 
improve and by how much?
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What are you going to improve?

• Focused on aims – not solutions… 

What’s 
yours?
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Are these Aims or Solutions?
Define the aim – don’t jump to solution just yet! 

• To employ a nurse co-ordinator to reduce Length of Stay by 1 day.

• To reduce the delay for an MRI scan by  60%.

• To increase the fluid intake by patients in bay 3.

• To open a new ward for acute medical patients.

• To implement text messaging to reduce DNA’s by 15%.

• To implement best practice for all stroke patients.

• To improve theatre efficiency by reducing late starts by 40%.

• To respond to all emails within 24 hours.
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Are these Aims or Solutions?
Define the aim – don’t jump to solution just yet! 

• To employ a nurse co-ordinator to reduce Length of Stay by 1 day.

• To reduce the delay for an MRI scan by  60%.

• To increase the fluid intake by patients in bay 3.

• To open a new ward for acute medical patients.

• To implement text messaging to reduce DNA’s by 15%.

• To implement best practice for all stroke patients.

• To improve theatre efficiency by reducing late starts by 40%.

• To respond to all emails within 24 hours.
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Weasel words

“Weasel words are words that 
have no specific and obvious and 
singular meaning. 

They bring no clear images to 
mind of what is meant.”

best practice, effective, evidence-based, excellence, high quality, 
high value, responsive, value, value-added, world class 

and many more!

Source: Stacey Barr quoting Don Watson
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Framing the aim correctly 
helps people to see possible solutions… 
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But we only really know our bit.….. 

• Hard to see the whole 
picture

• We only know our bit of 
the system

• The system doesn’t 
always do what we expect
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Question #2

How do you know a change is 
an improvement?
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Question 2:  How do we know that a change is an 
improvement?

Improvement is not 

just about measurement

However… without 
measurement you will never 
be able to answer the 
question!

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=run+charts&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=N5t16U4f2HLVHM&tbnid=5z94Q4bFxRXdrM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sixsigmadaily.com/methodology/run-chart-trends&ei=HK1_Ub_3Gua10QX0-YGACg&bvm=bv.45645796,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNGWH6-PZTGcek_HmUGFEMOaQXuUUw&ust=1367408270529235
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=run+charts&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=N5t16U4f2HLVHM&tbnid=5z94Q4bFxRXdrM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sixsigmadaily.com/methodology/run-chart-trends&ei=HK1_Ub_3Gua10QX0-YGACg&bvm=bv.45645796,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNGWH6-PZTGcek_HmUGFEMOaQXuUUw&ust=1367408270529235
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Systems thinking

Input Process Outcome

Staff time and 
resources

The care plans 
and protocols 

staff follow

The effect on the 
patient

Source: “Evaluating the Quality of Medical Care”, Donabedian A, 1966
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The 3 types of measure

Outcome measure

Process measure

Balancing measure

Outcome measures show 
the impact on patients

Process measures show 
how well we do what we 
say we do

Balancing measures show 
any unintended 
consequences
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How might we present our data?

Why are we presenting data?
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A much improved picture?

98

% Delayed transfers of Care by Type - source SITREPS 7/1/02-31/08/03
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Finger on the pulse dashboard?
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We have 2 quarterly data points – is this an improvement?
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We have 2 quarterly data points – is this an improvement?
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Are we assuming something like this?

102

Executive Time Series - linear trend
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But it could be like this ...

103

Executive Time Series - no trend
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Or this!

104

Executive Time Series - one month blip
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A statistical process control chart SPC Chart – helps us 
see if something has really changed in the system 
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Analyse chart by studying how values fall around 
mean and limits
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Question #3

What changes can you make that 
will lead to  improvement?
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Hey! , I’ve got a great idea…..
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The commissioners won’t like it
Its too expensive

That’s not the way we do things

It’s never been done

We have done it before

This is not the right place

Infection control won’t allow it

The doctors won’t do that

We used to do that

Now’s not a good time
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It’s not our job

It’s historical

It’s Complicated

It’s political

It’s not our problem
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Different ways of saying…

“it’s not going to happen”
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How do we know if a seed is a weed of a 
flower?  
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Let ideas grow….

A weed or a Flower ? 

A good idea or a 

rubbish idea….?
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What could we try? 
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Act

Study Do

Plan

Plan what to 

do and 

predict the 

effect 

Carry out the 

plan and 

document what 

happened

Compare 

result to 

prediction and 

summarise

learning

Adapt? 

Adopt ? 

Abandon? 

THE PDSA CYCLE
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I have not failed. I've just found 
10,000 ways that won’t work.

Thomas A. Edison
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The Improvement Guide, API

Aim

Measures

Changes

Implementation
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Testing changes – PDSA
Small cycle tests of changes
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Act

Study Do

Plan

Plan what to 

do and 

predict the 

effect 

Carry out the 

plan and 

document what 

happened

Compare 

result to 

prediction and 

summarise

learning

Adapt? 

Adopt ? 

Abandon? 

THE PDSA CYCLE
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>>> Think Small <<<

Could we try our idea :

• With one patient

• For one afternoon

• With one Doctor

• For one hour

• For one week
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PLAN D S A

• What do we want to try?

• Who or what areas are affected?

• What do we need to do to implement it?

• How will we measure progress?

• What do we expect to see and why?

• What consequences may there be?
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DOP S A

• Carry out the change

• Record what happens

• Document problems
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STUDYP D A

• Review the data

• Did it work?

• Did something not work?

• What were lessons learned for future cycles / 

projects?
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SP D ACT

• What modifications are needed?

• Outline plan for next cycle
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Testing simulation

Aims:

• Understand rapid cycle PDSA testing

• Understand how theory and prediction aid learning

• See how to collect real-time measurement

• Appreciate the opportunity for collaborative learning
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Why test?
• Learn and adapt

• Increase degree of belief

• Build a common understanding

• Contain risk

• Reduce resistance

• Test ideas under different conditions
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Traditional Approach to Activities

Suggested Approach

P D

P D S A

S A

Time

PDSA Cycles

Time saved

© NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement 2010.  All rights reserved. 
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PDSA Cycles

SOMETHING

BIG!

A P

DS

How can we achieve this?

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

A P

DS

© NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement 2010.  All rights reserved. 
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The Improvement Guide, API

Aim

Measures

Changes

Implementation
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Tests of Change

•Distinguish “testing” from “implementing”

•Think rapid cycle in time

•Think small scale in scope

•Explicitly link tests to theory

•Make time for reflection
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How can we try out our idea on a small scale –
and quickly – so that we can learn something 
about it?

Small scale tests of change and rapid 
prototyping help manage the risk inherent with 
the innovation
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What we have covered to day… 
• Kotter’s 8 Steps
• Stakeholder Mapping
• Getting the message across
• The Change Curve
• The Model for Improvement
• Small Scale Tests of Change
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3
Three things I have learnt 
or been reminded of today

2
Two concepts or ideas that 
I intend to start or continue 
using in my work and 
organisation

.

1
One thing that had the 
most impact on me during 
this Workshop

Action planning

134

We are going to share 
this one
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References
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The book behind the model

The Improvement Guide, Langley et al, 

Josey Bass, 2009 (2nd edition)
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Quality Tools References

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Basic_Tools_of_Quality

• A handy summary with links to the individual tools

Ishikawa, Kaoru (1985), What Is Total Quality Control? The 
Japanese Way (1 ed.), Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall

• Ishikawa created the 7 after hearing Deming talk in Japan

http://asq.org/learn-about-quality/seven-basic-quality-
tools/overview/overview.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Basic_Tools_of_Quality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaoru_Ishikawa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englewood_Cliffs,_New_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prentice-Hall
http://asq.org/learn-about-quality/seven-basic-quality-tools/overview/overview.html
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Their home is not safe. 
What about yours?
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Application to management

Management on the mend: The 

Healthcare Executive Guide to System 

Transformation, John Toussaint, 

Thedacare Centre for Healthcare 

Value, 2015

Fourth Generation Management

Brian L Joiner, McGraw-Hill, 1994


